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About Me

About Me

Hey there! My name is Megan Fry, and I am a senior waiting to 
grab that digital media degree within one more semester after my 
spring semester. Despite facing physical challenges, I have never 
gotten anything to hold me back. 

Living with a disability such as Cerebral Palsy, I spend the 
majority of my day in a wheelchair. Additionally, I use a Microsoft 
Surface equipped with an eye gaze that lets me navigate the 
computer with only my eye movements.  Due to me being 
nonverbal, there is a language software that lets me communicate 
with the outside world. Since the Microsoft Surface is a regular 
Windows-based computer, there are no boundaries to what I can 
do! 

My passion for art started at an early age. As soon as my family 
put a crayon in my hand, they saw a spark in my eye that I had a 
creative gift just waiting to get out. Determined to help get that 
creative gift out of me, they put ArtRage on my computer which 
allows me to paint realistically. From that point on, my passion 
for digital art grew as I decided to major in Digital Media at the 
University of Houston. 

As a Digital Media senior, I have many skills up my sleeves such as 
graphic design.  I am equipped in all of the Adobe Cloud products 
such as Photoshop, Indesign, Adobe Premier, and more. I also am 
a Web designer creating my own website on Wix and a personal 
blog on WordPress. 

In my portfolio, you will see a few of the projects that I did in my 
Digital Media courses as well as some outside projects. 
Using my skills, I have volunteered and worked for many 
organizations. Let's connect and I will take your company to the 
next digital level with just my eyes!

Contact
meganmoorefry@gmail.com
(832)-510-6743
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SKILLS 

Blogging

Illustration

Layout Design

Graphic Design

Social Media Marketing

Web Design

SOFTWARE 

Adobe Creative Suite

Adobe InDesign

Adobe Illustrator

Adobe Photoshop

Microsoft Office

Adobe Premiere

Adobe Acrobat

Wix

WordPress 

ArtRage



My passion for art started at an early age. As soon as my family put a 
crayon in my hand, they saw a spark in my eye that I had a creative gift 
just waiting to get out. Determined to help get that creative gift out of me, 
they put ArtRage on my computer which allows me to paint realistically. 
From that point on, my passion for digital art grew as I decided to 
major in Digital Media at the University of Houston. This was my first 
experience with web design creating an art portfolio website with Wix! I 
have learned the basics at an early age of web design such as managing my 
own store online.

ArtistryMM
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This was my first experience with web design creating an art portfolio 
website with Wix! I have learned the basics at an early age of web design 
such as managing my own store online.

JustMyEye.com

MM Web Design 
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At an early age, I started blogging. A few years ago, I switched to 
WordPress from Blogspot. I am happy to announce I am a professional 
blogger as of today. I also am a YouTuber. I edit my videos in Adobe 
Premier.

Social Media / BloggingMM

JustMyEye.blog
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My dream is being  a professional YouTuber. My professor let me do a 
video for my YouTube channel as my class project. Although I could not 
actually do the camera filming, I directed my assistant to take exactly 
what shots I wanted to take. After, I edited it in Adobe Premier.

Video Production MM

Kitchen Gadgets 
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Graphic Design MM

Movie Poster

By using Photoshop, I explored the capabilities of removing backgrounds 
while layering elements on top of each other to create a movie poster . I 
learned how to advertise to my audience. I also created an album cover 
for the band Train using a specific style that Max Bill uses which is 
Constructivism along with the study of both geometry and mathematics.



Album Cover 
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Graphic Design MM

I'm a client at a therapeutic horsemanship program where I ride horses. 
As a digital media manager, I volunteer my creative skills by creating 
graphic designs for this organization. with the help of Adobe Indesign, I 
created a trifold for this amazing organization!

Trifold
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Graphic Design MM

During my years at the University of Houston, have done a lot of posters, 
flyers, and announcement cards for class projects for an event called 
Digifest that lets seniors showcase their portfolios to potential employers 
using Adobe InDesign

Digifest Projects
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Thank You 
for viewing my portfolio!!!



Contact Me!!!!MM

Let's work together!
832-510-6743
meganmoorefry@gmail.com


